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13.0 OBJECTIVES 

After studying this Unit, you sl~ould be able to : 
I 

1 
a describe the ~neaning and concept of planliing in  the context of disaster 

preparedness; 
differentiate between short-tern~ and long-term planning; and 

a discuss the role of a planner in the process of preparing for disasters. 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 

The word 'planning' generally covers two entirely different approaches in 
the context of disasters. One is that of land-use or pllysical planning. It 
involves the regulation of the developmelit process in urban and rural areas by 
means such as i~nposil~g limits on building heights and the use of land, the 
amount of land that can be built upon, etc. In urban areas that are declared 
to be 'development areas', laws and development regulations are accepted 
and are generally recognized as being helpful. However, outside the urban 
areas and especially in tlie rural flood plains, zoning and planning law 
proves difficult to enforce. If it does exist, it is mostly in the form of positive 

\ 
direction, rather tlian precise law, setting out 'what ought to be'. In such cases, 
planni~ig is vely careful because it raises awareness and sets certain standards. 

I 
The other form of planning relates to advocacy planning. It relates to policies 
and proposals. In this approach, the pla~inilig team acts as catalytic agents, 
presenting choices to various organizations like local self-goveniment, Non- 
Gover~~mental Organizations (NGOs), and community based organizations, 
while seeking support for that approach which seems to bring most benefits to a 
wide range of beneficiaries at a cost that is affordable. 

Planning is advantageous because it results in clear allocation of responsibilities 
and consequently ilnproves coordination between agencies. Accordingly, the 
planning process should never be regarded as one in which some specialist 
or team acts in isolation. The planning process essentially needs to be 
action-oriented, to involve a wide range of people and organizatior~s and to 
produce an end result which has the agreement and support of all those 
involved in the colnmon objective of dealing with the disasters in tlieir areas of 
responsibility. 
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13.2 PLANNING IN THE CONTEXT OF DISASTER 
PREPAREDNESS: NIEANING AND CONCEPT 

The purpose of planning is to anticipate future situations and req~~ircments 
and to make provision for the same. This will cnsure the application of 
effective and co-ordinatcd co~~nter-measures. 1'11is is a L I S ~ F L I I  clefi~iition of 
planning for disaster management officials because it indicates the wide 
nature of an requirements for counter-disaster planning. In other worcls, 
Planning is not confined merely to preparedness for and response to specific 
disaster events. It should cater, as far as possible, for all stages of the disastel 
cycle from advance preparation to relief and rehabilitation. Therefore, 
requirements for planning involve a considerable rangc ofactivitics dictating 
a flexibility of approach. 

National Developmelit 

Many countries including India gear national development to a series of time- 
period plans; for example, Five Ycar Plans. This Itind ol' a system provides 
considerable flexibility for adjustment to ~~nschcduled or ~inexpcctcd events, 
like disaster situations. 'TIILIS, many nations include disaster planning aspects 
in  their overall planning cycles. This approach of incorporating disaster 
mitigation planning into the developmental planning process has been found to 
be cost-effective and result oriented. 

'These days, management of the environment satcs high in national 
considerations. Since many disaster events are enviorn~ncntally related, tlicre 
is a stlong case for linking disaster Lo environment, as far as national 
planning is concerned. Conseq~~ently, a key planning point is that wherever 
appropriate, disaster planning is linked to the dcvclopmcnt and environmeni 
considerations in the national plan. 

Preventioii 

The possible range of prevenlion measures is quite large because of the nature 
of different disasters. At one end of the prevention range, the construction of 
flood control structures c o ~ ~ l d  involve extensive effort and very large a~nounts 
of money. At the other encl of the prevention range, controlled burning in 
forest areas, prior to a high risk season, in order or prevent big fires fro111 starting 
comes closer to mitigation, or even preparedness. 

Planning for these different contingencics, therefore tends to fail into different 
categories. For example, a complcx and costly flood pl.evention system 
could reasonably be expectccl to come within the category of national 
development, while the case of controlled burning wo~~lc l  be more liltely to 
fall within a specific annual disaster management programlue, which could 
also be usefully included in a disaster prepa~~ednesslresponse programme. 

Mitigation 

If the term mitigation, or preventionlmitigation is taken as mainly including 
structural and non-structural measures designed to reducc the effects of 
disaster when they occur, it woulcl seem appropriate for such measures to be 
applied as a series of programmes or regulations, rather than as plans. For 
instance, aspects S L I C ~ ~  as building codes, land use regulations and sarety codes 
for transpo~-t systems would fit more appropriately into a programme or 
regulation category. However, as with measures of prcvention, it would also be 
reasonable to include appropriate references in disaster preparednesslresponse 
plans. For example, the faci that wind-resistant factors had been built inlo 
domestic houses would~have some bearing on disaster response managment 
decisions relating lo possible evacuation or temporary movement to safe 
havens. 



The combined categories of preparedness and response generally constitute the 
]nost widely used basis for counter-disaster plans especially those which might 
be called Action Plans. This is because so much of the effectiveness of response 
depends on good preparedness. In some cases, the preparedness/response plan 
may be called a national or state disaster response plan, as distinct from a 
separate plan designed to deal with recovery. 

Recovery 

There are various planning options that can be used for recovery. Sometimes, a 
separate plan is utilized, so that two main plans exist, a disaster response plan 
and a disaster recovery plan. However, in some cases the agencies prefer to 
take a more flexible approach and deal with recovery through arrangements 
which, depending on circumstances, are specific to each disaster event. 

The planning process usually involves consideration of a wide range of disaster- 
related matters in order to decide what is eventually i~icluded in the plan. 
However, not all aspects will be related to all levels of plans. Neither will all 
aspects assume equal importance in different plans. 

Planning guidance cuts across the projects of private developers and the 
fi~llctions of government agencies. Plan~ling related activities comn~and 
popular support when they are seen to be implementing a good public 
i~iformation policy to be directed towards achieving pi~blic good and people's 
access to amenities and services. A high level of public consultatio~i and 
trarlspare~lcy will ensure public support. This will ensure tl1at.the plans wl~ich 
~Aeduce vulnerability to natural disasters co~nmand public confidence and 
suppol~t. 

13.3 SHORT-TE AND LONG-TERM PLANNING 

Mitigation is defined as "measures aimed at reducing the impact of a natural 
or man-made disaster on a nation or community". The basic assu~nption is 
that, wllilst it may be possible to prevent some disaster effects, other effects 
will persist. The concept of mitigation recognizes this and maintains that 
the application of certain measures call moderate or reduce disaster effects. 

% 
An effective approach to reducing risks and acl~ievirig disaster mitigation has 
long-term and short-term goals. Long-term goals are either an integral part 
of the national/regionaI/local disaster management plan or are set after a major 

4 

disaster with a view that, should a similar disaster strike again, tlie population 
will be well-prepared and able to cope with it. Long-term planning, 
therefor< i~rvolves measures for prevention, mitigation and rehabilitation. 

Prevention measures are those that are aimed at impeding the occurrence 
of a disaster even though it may not be possible to avoid the event that creates 
the hazard. Construction of a dam or embankment to control floods arising from 
heavy rains is an example of a preventive measure. Another example is the 
control led burnilig - off in a bushfire-prone area. 

t 

'The nature of disaster prevention is such that the measures involved, usually 
need to be implemented from sen;or levels of government. For example, the 
population of a single community or area is unlikely to be able to institute a 
major flood-prevention project. 'Sometimes, Legislation is also resorted to, 
to i~nplement measures of prevention, like in case of mandatory building 
codes. 

Planning 

I 
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Many factors whicli apply .to prevention also apply to mitigation. Mitigation 
can be introdi~ced within the three diversc contexts of reconstruc~ion, new 
investment and the existing environment. Each presents clifferent 
opportunities to introduce safety measures. Mitigation lneasllres are complex 
and interdependent, and they involve widespread responsibility. 'They are 
effective if safety measures are spread through a wide diversity o f  
integrated activities. 

Simple examples of mitigation measures are : 

1)  adoption of land-use planning and development controls to restrict the 
activities in high risk areas; 

2) econon9ic diversification to allow losses in one sector to be offset b i  
increased o ~ ~ t p i ~ t  i n  other sectors; 

3) changing crop cycles so that crops mature and are harvested before the onset 
of the disaster season; and 

4) retrofitting houses to withstand cyclones and eartliqualces 
(reconstruction and rehabilitation). 

Long-term planning proposals generally face a lot of opposition, at least in the 
initial stages. These may be a long-standing acceptance of disaster risks by 
governments and communities, who may feel that traditional measul.es, 
talten over many years, are adequate. Also, Long-ten11 measures tend to be 
ruled out, perhaps without a detailed analysis of cost-benefit and otlier factors. 
Higher priorities given to other national programmes sometimes total ly 
preclude the consideration of disaster preventive measures. Considerations 
affecting disaster prevention and mitigation may be given limited priority in 
national develpment plans. So disaster-related measures do not receive adequate 
or appropriate attention in national planning. 

During its initial period of' impleme~itation, a mitigation or prevention- 
related strategy needs recognition and leadership from a high governmental 
and city management level, if it is to be sustained through a networlc of 
implementing agencies. A long-term programme also includes periodic 
reviews and renewals of policy statements, professionals engaged in mitigation 
work and public education programnles. In a long-term plan, a major objective 
is to involve all sectors of society in sonle degree in contributing to thc 
formulation of appropriate mitigation ~neasures, and in the execution of work 
wliere possible. Some sectors will be involvecl in policy forniulation at the 
national level, others at the level of urban neighbousl~ood and local 
com~i~unities known to be at high risk. 

Long-term planning, therefore, involves multiple agencies, each agency 
doing some specific work ]elated to reclucing risk in tlieil- area of concern. 
Such goals are incorporated into the agency's current priority 1ist.Short-term 
planning, on the other hand, consists of measures to deal with disaster 
situations i~nmediately at hand. These measures may be initiated either 
i~n~nediately after a disaster strikes (1-eactionary) or precluding a disaster 
situation (proactive). 

Reactionary measures are tllose taken immediately after a disaster strikes, for- 
example, after an earthquake. In this case, the planning process is triggered 
off once the occurrence of the tragedy is known. I~n~nediate measures initiated 
in such cases are: 

I 

I i 
1 i)  provision of temporary shelters for the affected, 

ii) ensuring adequate supply of safe water food and medicines, 

i ii) provision of sanitary facilities, and 

iv) ~naintenance of law and order 



For this purpose, a single agency is formed, though Iyany other bodies may 
also bc involved in tlie relief work. 'The central agency does the worlc of 
determining priorities, coordinating tlie relicr and rescue operations, 
directing [lie supplies, etc. The agency worlts either according to an existing 
government plan 01. through an emergency plan f'orm~~latccl for the 
occasion. 

'The Short-tcrm post-disaster planning process cont in~~es  t i l l  such a time as 
some seniblal~ce of normalcy is restored i n  tlie area - normally till the services 
are fi~nctional. After that, the long-term rehabilitation and reconstruction \work 
starts. 

Proactive short-term planning is initiated when there is a warning issued tliat a 
disaster is about to strike. For example, modern technology has made it possible 
to track tlie pat11 of cyclones so that warnings can be issued well in advance 
to the residents of the area wliere tliey are likely to strilte. Once the warning 
has been issued, tlie pro-active planning mechanism swings into action and 
cffol-ts are launched to evacuate people out of harm's way. They are 
transferred to temporary storm shelters where tliey stay till the danger is 
past. Evacuation is also done when there is n danger of floocls. I'erioclic 
inspectio11 ancl monitoring, e.g., checking of embanlcments for. breacl~es prior to 
1:lie onset of monsoons a~icl drills for officials in simulated emergency 
situations are al 1 a part o r  tlie short-tet+rn planning strategy. 

Disasters can be met with effectivcly only if a judicious combination of 
long-term and short-term planning is adopted. While tlic results of short-term 
planning are liiore apparent and raster, tlie ~~ltilnate reduction in  clamapes liom 

I disasters is achieved only through long-term planning. 

' Checl< Yoirr PI-ogress 1 

Notc: i) Use the space given below for Y O L I ~  ~~nswers.  
ii) C'hecli Y O L I ~  answers with those given at thc encl of llie unit. 

1 )  Differentiate between short-tertii and long-tern1 planning. 

2) Give simple examples of mitigation measures. 

Planning 
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13.4 ROLE OF PLANNER 

It is very important for the plallner, throughout the planliing process to keep 
certain critical points i n  consideratioo. Being a person trained in a wide range 
abilities ranging from admiliistrative procednres to developme~ital perspectives? 
he or she occupies a ~lnique position a s  being able to perceive, from various 
stanclpoints, conflicting issues that might arise from time to time. SuCl1 a s l c i l l  
comes in most handy to settle the c o n t e ~ ~ t i o ~ ~ s  of differing professionals ancl for. 
varied interest groups.. 

T l ~ e  planner has to take on the responsibility of keeping the approved a i~n  of 
the plan in clear focus. Needless to say, the plan has to be evolvecl in I.esponsc to 
the user needs and sI10i11d have the masirn~r~n support base in the co~nmunity. 
The plan should also have forlnai approval of Government or any a~~thority 
designated on its behalf. 

The planning process is a co-opel.ative process. There sl io~~ld always bc f ~ ~ l l  
a consultation with all concerned, particularly to ensure that ~nutual agrccn~ent is 

reached on responsibilities designated within the plan. This col~sultative 
process is best carried out, fro111 a practical as well as psychological 
viewpoint, by the plan~~ers going to see tlie lcey i~ldividuals ancl agencies 
concerned, mid not vice-versa. 

For best success, the planner has to  ensure transparency at every stagc and 
periodic progress reports should be ~iiade public inclicali~~g the physical and 
fina~~cial targets and achievements. 

The planning process, arid the plan ilself, should include provision for legal 
authorization, ~ I I L I S  malting the plan a lawfill instrument of tlie goven~inent. It is 
generally reco~nmendecl tllat Illis should happen whether or not disaster 
leg.islatio11 exists. 

Obviously, the respo~isibility carried by disaster Ins11agement planners is an 
onerous one. If .the planners get tlie plan wrong, then the repercussions can be 
very severe and widespread, possibly involving tlie loss of niany lives. On the 
other hand, accurate and ~ i i e t i c ~ ~ l o ~ ~ s  planning not only produces an effective 
plan, it also provides tlie rocus for successC~~l overall disaster management. 

' 

13.5 LET US SUM UP 

Planning is one of the most efficient tools available to deal with disasters. 
Plallning can be applied in the physical aspecls like land-use and infrnstructu~.e 
as well as.in its advocacy form, wllicll il1volves policies and proposals. P~*oper 
plannipg ensures that da~llages from clisasters are co~lsiderably reduced i n  the 
long term. It also prepares people and officials to cope better in disaster 
situations. In tlie process of t]ie preparatiori of a disaster-preparedness plan, 
the planner plays the cl.ucial role of coordi1iating with the administrative 

. authorities as welJ as among [lie different interest groups ilivolved. On him I 

lies the responsibility of I<eep.ing the ultimate aim and format in mind and 
guiding the draFt-plan preparation process accorciingly. A j ~ ~ d i c i o ~ l s  combination 
of long-term and short-term plaluling measures is tlie best possible manner in 
which to achieve the mitigation of disasters. Long-term and sl?ort-term 
plaluiing techniques should ideally take into account cost-benefit 

10 considerations. 

. . 



Planning 

Advocacy : Promoting the cause (of disaster planning) 

Pliysical Plaiining : Making arrangements for real goods and 
services required for completion of a 
project. 

National Development Plan : Planning for ecoliolnic development of tlie 
country. It may be short, medium or long- 
term. 

Retrofitting : To equip or modify a house or a building to 
lnalce it safer 

I 

I 
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I 13.8 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS . 
I EXERCISES 

Clicck Your Progress 1 

1 )  Your answer slioulcl include the followilig points: 

* Sliort-term planning consists of measures wliicli deal wit11 the disaster 
situatioli immediately at hand. Sucli lneasures liiay be initiated either 
immediately after a disaster or earlier to preventlredi~cc its impact. 

Long-term planning i~ivolves lneasures that can be impletnented over a 
period of a Sew years arid need large expenditure. Therefore these need 
periodic reviews and renewals. 

2) Your answer sliould iliclude tlie following points: 

* Adoption of land-use planning and develop~nerlt control to restrict the 
activities in liigli risk areas. 

Economic diversification to allow losses in one sector to be offset by 
increased output in other sectors, 

* Changing crop cycles. 

I * Retrofitting houses. 




